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Abstract— In this research, we propose the modified version
of KNN (K Nearest Neighbor) as an approach to the text
summarization. Encoding texts into numerical vectors for
using the traditional versions for text mining tasks causes
the three main problems: the huge dimensionality, the sparse
distribution, and the poor transparency; this fact motivated
this research. The idea of this research is to interpret the text
summarization task into the text classification task and apply
the proposed version of KNN to the task where texts are
encoded into tables. The modified version which is proposed
in this research is expected to summarize texts more reliably
than the traditional version by solving the three problems.
Hence, the goal of this research is to implement the text
summarization system, using the proposed approach.
Keywords: Text Summarization, Table Similarity , K Nearest
Neighbor

1. Introduction
The text summarization refers to the process of selecting
automatically some sentences or paragraphs in the given
text as its essential part. As its preliminary task, the text
is segmented into the sentences or the paragraphs, by the
punctuation mark or the carriage return, respectively. In
the task, some sentences or paragraphs are selected as the
important part. In this research, the text summarization is
interpreted into the binary classiﬁcation where each sentence
or paragraph is classiﬁed whether it is the essential part,
or not. The automatic text summarization by a system or
systems should be distinguished from one by human being
which refers to the process of rewriting the entire text into
its short version.
Let us consider some motivations for doing this research.
In encoding texts into numerical vectors as the traditional
preprocessing, the three main problems, such as huge dimensionality, sparse distribution, and poor transparency, may
happen[2][3][4][13][6]. Encoding texts into tables showed
previously successful results in other tasks text mining:
text categorization and clustering [3][4] [7]. Although we
proposed previously the alternative representations of texts
which were called string vectors, we need to deﬁne and
characterize them mathematically to make the foundations
for creating and modifying string vector based versions of
machine learning algorithms [13][6]. Hence, this research is
carried out by the motivations; we attempt to encode texts

into tables in the text summarization task, as well as the
tasks of text categorization and clustering.
This research may be characterized as some agenda. In
this research, the text summarization task is interpreted
into the binary classiﬁcation task where each sentence or
paragraph is classiﬁed into the essence, or not. Each sentence
or paragraph is encoded into a table, instead of numerical
vectors, to avoid the three problems. The similarity measure
between tables which is always given as a normalized value
is deﬁned and used for modifying the KNN. The modiﬁed
version will applied to the binary task which is mapped from
the text summarization task.
We will mention some beneﬁts from this research. This research prevents the process of encoding texts from the three
main problems mentioned above. By solving the problems,
we may expect the better performance than the traditional
version of KNN. Since the table is more symbolic representation of each text, we may guess the contents of texts
by their representations. However, the table size is given as
the external parameter of the proposed text summarization
system, it is necessary to be careful for setting its value
to optimize the trade-off between the system reliability and
speed.
This article is organized into the four sections. In Section
2, we survey the relevant previous works. In Section 3,
we describe in detail what we propose in this research. In
Section 4, we mention the remaining tasks for doing the
further research.

2. Previous Works
Let us survey the previous cases of encoding texts into
structured forms for using the machine learning algorithms
to text mining tasks. The three main problems, huge dimensionality, sparse distribution, and poor transparency, have
existed inherently in encoding them into numerical vectors.
In previous works, various schemes of preprocessing texts
have been proposed, in order to solve the problems. In
this survey, we focus on the process of encoding texts into
alternative structured forms to numerical vectors. In other
words, this section is intended to explore previous works on
solutions to the problems.
Let us mention the popularity of encoding texts into
numerical vectors, and the proposal and the application of
string kernels as the solution to the above problems. In 2002,
Sebastiani presented the numerical vectors are the standard
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representations of texts in applying the machine learning
algorithms to the text classiﬁcations [8]. In 2002, Lodhi et
al. proposed the string kernel as a kernel function of raw
texts in using the SVM (Support Vector Machine) to the
text classiﬁcation [9]. In 2004, Lesile et al. used the version
of SVM which proposed by Lodhi et al. to the protein
classiﬁcation [10]. In 2004, Kate and Mooney used also the
SVM version for classifying sentences by their meanings
[11].
Previously, it was proposed that texts should be encoded into string vectors as other structured forms. In
2008, Jo modiﬁed the k means algorithm into the version
which processes string vectors as the approach to the text
clustering[15]. In 2010, Jo modiﬁed the two supervised
learning algorithms, the KNN and the SVM, into the version
as the improved approaches to the text classiﬁcation [16]. In
2010, Jo proposed the unsupervised neural networks, called
Neural Text Self Organizer, which receives the string vector
as its input data [17]. In 2010, Jo applied the supervised
neural networks, called Neural Text Categorizer, which gets
a string vector as its input, as the approach to the text
classiﬁcation [18].
It was proposed that texts are encoded into tables instead
of numerical vectors, as the solutions to the above problems.
In 2008, Jo and Cho proposed the table matching algorithm
as the approach to text classiﬁcation [3]. In 2008, Jo applied
also his proposed approach to the text clustering, as well
as the text categorization [15]. In 2011, Jo described as
the technique of automatic text classiﬁcation in his patent
document [13]. In 2015, Jo improved the table matching
algorithm into its more stable version [14].
The above previous works proposed the string kernel as
the kernel function of raw texts in the SVM, and tables
and string vectors as representations of texts, in order to
solve the problems. Because the string kernel takes very
much computation time for computing their values, it was
used for processing short strings or sentences rather than
texts. In the previous works on encoding texts into tables,
only table matching algorithm was proposed; there is no
attempt to modify the machine algorithms into their table
based version. In the previous works on encoding texts into
string vectors, only frequency was considered for deﬁning
features of string vectors. In this research, we will modify
the machine learning algorithm, KNN, into the version which
processes tables instead of numerical vectors, and use it as
the approach to the text summarization which is mapped into
a classiﬁcation task.

between tables into a normalized value between zero and
one. In Section 3.3, we mention the proposed version of
KNN together with its traditional version. This section is
intended to describe in detail the proposed version of KNN
as the approach to the text summarization task. In Section
3.4, we mention the scheme of applying the KNN to the task
with the view of it into the binary classiﬁcation task.

3.1 Text Encoding
This section is concerned with the process of encoding
texts into tables as illustrated in ﬁgure 1. In the process, a
text is given as the input and a table which consists of entries
of words and their weights is generated as the output. A text
is indexed into a list of words through the basic three steps as
illustrated in ﬁgure . For each word, its weight is computed
and assigned to it. Therefore, in this section, we describe
the three steps which are involved in text indexing and the
scheme of weighting words.

Fig. 1: The Process of Encoding Text into Table
The process of indexing the corpus into list of words is
illustrated in ﬁgure 2. The ﬁrst step of the process is to
tokenize a string concatenated by texts in the corpus into
tokens by segmenting it by white spaces or punctuation
marks. The second step called stemming is to map each
token into its root form by the grammatical rules. The
third step is to remove the stop words which function
only grammatically and irrelevantly to contents for more
efﬁciency. The words which are generated the through three
steps are usually nouns, verbs, and adjectives.

3. Proposed Approach
This section is concerned with the table based KNN (K
Nearest Neighbor) as the approach to text summarization,
and it consists of the four sections. In Section 3.1, we
describe the process of encoding a text into a table. In
Section 3.2, we do formally that of computing a similarity

Fig. 2: The Process of Corpus Indexing
The weight of the word, tj in the text, di is denoted by
wij , and let us mention the three schemes of computing it.
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We use the relative frequency computed by equation (1)
wij =

T Fij
T Fimax

(1)

where T Fij is the frequency of the word,tj in the text, di ,
and T Fimax is the maximum frequency in the text, di . We
may assign a binary value, zero or one, to weight by equation
(2),

1 if T Fji > 0,
wji =
(2)
0 otherwise.
We may use the TF-IDF (Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency) weights computed by equation (3),

N
(1 + logT Fji ) if T Fji > 0,
log DF
i
(3)
wji =
0
otherwise.
where N is the total number of texts in the corpus, DFi
is the number of texts including the word, tji , and T Fji is
the frequency of the word, tji in the given text, Dj . In this
research, we adopt the TF-IDF method which is expressed
in equation (3) as the scheme of weighting words.
We mention the schemes of trimming the table for more
efﬁciency. The ﬁrst scheme is to rank the words in the table
by their weights and select a ﬁxed number of words with
their highest words. The second one is to set a threshold
as an external parameter and select words with their higher
weights than the threshold, assuming that the weights are
always given as normalized values between zero and one.
The third one is to cluster words by their weights into the
two subgroups: the higher weighted group and the lower
weighted group; the words in the former groups are selected.
In this research, we adopted the ﬁrst scheme because it is
simplest.
Let us consider the differences between the word encoding
and the text encoding. In the word encoding, each word is
associated with texts including it, whereas, in the text encoding, each text is done with words included in it. Each table
representing a word has its own entries of text identiﬁers
and its weights in the texts, whereas one representing a text
has those of words and their weights in the text. Computing
similarity between the tables representing both words is
based on text identiﬁers which include them, while doing it
between the tables representing both texts is based on words
shared by the both texts. Therefore, from the comparisons,
reversal of texts and words indicate the essential differences
between the text and word encoding.
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based on the ratio of the shared word weights to the total
weights of the two tables. Therefore, we intend this section
to describe in detail and formally the process of computing
the similarity.
A table which represents a word may be formalized as
a set of entries of words and its weights. The text, Dj is
represented into a set of entries as follows:
Dj = {(tj1 , wj1 ), (tj2 , wj2 ), ..., (tjn , wjn )}
where tji is a word included in the text, Dj , and wji is the
weight of the word, tji in the text,Dj . The set of only words
is as follows:
T (Dj ) = {tj1 , tj2 , ..., tjn }
The TF-IDF (Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency) weight, wji of the word, tji in the text, Dj is
computed by equation (4)

N
log DF
(1 + logT Fji ) if T Fji > 0,
i
wji =
0
otherwise.

(4)

where N is the total number of texts in the corpus, DFi is
the number of texts including the word, tji , and T Fji is the
frequency of the word, tji in the given text, Dj . Therefore,
the table is deﬁned formally as unordered set of pairs of
words and their weights.
Let us describe formally the process of computing the
similarity between two tables indicating two texts. The two
texts,D1 and D2 are encoded into the two tables as follows:
D1 = {(t11 , w11 ), (t12 , w12 ), ..., (t1n , w1n )}
D2 = {(t21 , w21 ), (t22 , w22 ), ..., (t2n , w2n )}
The two texts are represented into the two sets of words by
applying the operator, T (·), as follows:
T (D1 ) = {t11 , t12 , ..., t1n }
T (D2 ) = {t21 , t22 , ..., t2n }
By applying the intersection to the two sets, a set of shared
words is generated as follows:
T (D1 ) ∩ T (D2 ) = {st1 , st2 , ..., stk }
We construct the table of the shared words and their dual
weights among which one is from D1 , and the other is from
D2 as follows:

3.2 Similarity between Two Tables

ST = {(st1 , w11 , w21 ), (st2 , w12 , w22 ), ..., (stk , wk2 , wk2 )}

This section is concerned with the process of computing
a similarity between tables. Texts are encoded into tables by
the process which was described in Section 3.1. The two
tables are viewed into the two sets of words and the set
of shared words is retrieved by applying the intersection
on the two sets. The similarity between the two tables is

The similarity between the two tables is computed as the
ratio of the total dual weights of the shared words to the
total weights of the ones in both tables, by equation (5).
k
(w1i + w2i )
m
(5)
Sim(D1 , D2 ) = m i=1
w
+ i=1 w2i
1i
i=1
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It is always given as a normalized value between zero and
one; if the two tables, D1 and D2 are same to each other,
D1 = D2 the similarity becomes 1.0 as follows:
m
(w1i + w2i )

m
Sim(D1 , D2 ) = m i=1
w
i=1 1i +
i=1 w2i
m
m
w1i + i=1 w2i
m
= i=1
= 1.0
m
i=1 w1i +
i=1 w2i
If they are exclusive, T (D1 ) ∩ T (D2 ) = ∅ the similarity
becomes 0.0 as follows:
0
m
= 0.0
Sim(D1 , D2 ) = m
w
+
1i
i=1
i=1 w2i
We demonstrate the process of computing the similarity
between two tables using the simple example which is
presented in Figure 3. The two texts are encoded into the
two source tables as shown in Figure 3. In the example, the
two words, ’artiﬁcial’ and ’documents’ are shared by the two
tables, and each shared ones have their dual weights from
the two input tables. The similarity between the two tables is
computed to be 0.52 as a normalized value by equation (5).
Therefore, the similarity is computed by lexical matching
between the two tables.

The complexity of computing the similarity between two
tables is O(n log n) , since it takes O(n log n) for sorting the
entries of two tables using the quick sort or the heap sort, and
O(n) for extracting shared elements by the consequential
processing [1].

3.3 Proposed Version of KNN
This section is concerned with the proposed KNN version
as the approach to the text categorization. Raw texts are
encoded into tables by the process which was described in
Section 3.2. In this section, we attempt to the traditional
KNN into the version where a table is given as the input
data. The version is intended to improve the classiﬁcation
performance by avoiding problems from encoding texts into
numerical vectors. Therefore, in this section, we describe the
proposed KNN version in detail, together with the traditional
version.
The traditional KNN version is illustrated in Figure 4. The
sample words which are labeled with the positive class or
the negative class are encoded into numerical vectors. The
similarities of the numerical vector which represents a novice
word with those representing sample words are computed
using the Euclidean distance or the cosine similarity. The
k most similar sample words are selected as the k nearest
neighbors and the label of the novice entity is decided by
voting their labels. However, note that the traditional KNN
version is very fragile in computing the similarity between
very sparse numerical vectors.

Fig. 3: Example of Two Tables
The similarity computation which is presented above is
characterized mathematically. The commutative law applies
to the computation as follows:
k
(w1i + w2i )
m
Sim(D1 , D2 ) = m i=1
i=1 w1i +
i=1 w2i
k
(w2i + w1i )
m
= Sim(D2 , D1 ).
= m i=1
i=1 w2i +
i=1 w1i
The similarity is always given as a normalized value between
zero and one as follows:
0 ≤ Sim(D1 , D2 ) ≤ 1.
If the weights which are assigned to all words are identical,
the similarity between two tables depends on the number of
shared words as follows:
Sim(D1 , D2 ) ≤ Sim(D1 , D3 )
→ |T (D1 ) ∩ T (D2 )| ≤ |T (D1 ) ∩ T (D3 )|.

Fig. 4: The Traditional Version of KNN
Separately from the traditional one, we illustrate the
classiﬁcation process by the proposed version in Figure 5.
The sample texts labeled with the positive or negative class
are encoded into tables. The similarity between two tables
is computed by the scheme which was described in Section
3.2. Identically to the traditional version, in the proposed
version, the k most similarity samples are selected, and the
label of the novice one is decided by voting ones of sample
entities. Because the sparse distribution in each table is
never available inherently, the poor discriminations by sparse
distribution are certainly overcome in this research.
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system. For doing so, we need to collect paragraphs which
are labeled with one of the two labels as sample examples,
in advance.

Fig. 6: View of Text Summarization into Binary Classiﬁcation
Fig. 5: The Proposed Version of KNN
We may derive some variants from the proposed KNN
version. We may assign different weights to selected neighbors instead of identical ones: the highest weights to the
ﬁrst nearest neighbor and the lowest weight to the last one.
Instead of a ﬁxed number of nearest neighbors, we select any
number of training examples within a hyper-sphere whose
center is the given novice example as neighbors. The categorical scores are computed proportionally to similarities with
training examples, instead of selecting nearest neighbors. We
may also consider the variants where more than two variants
are combined with each other.
Because the tables which represent texts are characterized
more symbolically than numerical vectors, it is easier to trace
results from classifying items. Let us assume that novice tables are classiﬁed by voting labels of their nearest neighbors.
In each category, the shared words between novice one and
its nearest neighbors are extracted. We make a list of shared
ones and their weights, and the categorical score, in each
category. We present the evidence of classifying an entity
into a category, by showing them.

3.4 Application to Text Summarization
This section is concerned with the scheme of applying
the proposed KNN version which was described in Section
3.3 to the text summarization task. Before doing so, we
need to transform the task into one where machine learning
algorithms are applicable as the ﬂexible and adaptive models.
We prepare the paragraphs which are labeled with ‘essence’
or ‘not’ as the sample data. The paragraphs are encoded
into tables by the scheme which was described in Section
3.2. Therefore, in this section, we describe the process of
extracting summaries from texts automatically using the
proposed KNN with the view of text summarization into
a classiﬁcation task.
The text summarization is mapped into a binary classiﬁcation, as shown in Figure 6. A text is given as the input,
and it is partitioned into paragraphs by carriage return. Each
paragraph is classiﬁed into either of the two categories:
‘essence’ and ‘not’. The paragraphs which are classiﬁed into
‘essence’ are selected as the output of the text summarization

As sample examples, we need to collect paragraphs which
are labeled with one of the two categories, before summarizing a text. The text collection should be segmented into
sub-collections which are called domains, by their contents,
manually or automatically. In each sub-collection, texts are
partitioned into paragraphs, and they are labeled with one
of the two categories, manually. We assign classiﬁer to each
domain and train it with the paragraphs in its corresponding
domain. When a text is given as the input, we select the
classiﬁer which corresponds to the domain which is most
similar as the text.
Let us consider the process of applying the KNN to the
text summarization which is mapped into a classiﬁcation.
A text is given as the input, and the classiﬁer which
corresponds to the subgroup which is most similar to the
given text with respect to its content is selected. The text is
partitioned into paragraphs, and each paragraph is classiﬁed
into ‘essence’ or ‘not’ by the classiﬁer. The paragraphs
which are classiﬁed into ‘essence’ are extracted as results
from summarizing the text. Note that the text is rejected, if
all paragraphs are classiﬁed into ‘not’.
Even if the text summarization is viewed into an instance
of text categorization, we need to compare the two tasks
with each other. In the text categorization, a text is given
as an entity, while in the text summarization, a paragraph is
done so. In the text categorization, the topics are predeﬁned
manually based on the prior knowledge, whereas in the
text summarization, the two categories, ‘essence’ and ‘not’,
are initially given. In the text categorization, the sample
texts may span over various domains, whereas in the text
summarization, the sample paragraphs should be within a
domain. Therefore, although the text summarization belongs
to the classiﬁcation task, it should be distinguished from the
topic based text categorization.

4. Conclusion
We need the remaining tasks for doing the further research. We may apply the proposed approach for summarizing texts in the speciﬁc domains such as medicine, law, and
engineering. We may consider the semantic relations among
different words in the tables in compute their similarities, but
it requires the similarity matrix or the word net for doing
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so. We may install the process of optimizing weights of
words as the meta-learning tasks. We may implement the
text summarization system, adopting the proposed approach.
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